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Outline

• Challenges in estimating neighborhood effects.

• Efforts to bound the impact of  neighbors.

• Timing-based identification.

• Instrumental variables estimates.

• Quasi-experimental estimates.



Neighborhood effects

• Selection into neighborhoods (internal validity).

• Uncertainty regarding the “correct” specification of  
neighborhood or the neighborhood characteristics that matter 
(construct validity).

• Manski’s reflection problem: when estimating individual’s y as 
a function of  neighbors’ y. (internal validity)

• Uncertainty regarding the generalizability of  results (external 
validity).

• Effects on adults vs. effects on children: experimental estimates 
of  the former but not yet the latter.



Upper bounds

• Find correlation in outcomes between individuals who 
grew up in the same neighborhood.  This incorporates:

• Causal effect of  neighborhood conditions on outcomes.

• Similarity in unobserved conditions between neighbors.

• Bounding exercise is interesting if  the bound is small, but 
not if  the bound is high.

• Use correlation between siblings as a comparison, though 
the interpretation of  that is unclear.

• Solon, Page, and Duncan (2000) for the US.



Raaum, Salvanes, and 

Sorensen (2006)

• Norwegian longitudinal population data.

• Examine cohorts born 1946-1955 and 1956-1965.

• Use bootstrapping procedure to impute the variance 

of  the bound estimate.







Timing-based identification

• Use parent-generation measures of  local 

characteristics as a predictor of  child outcomes.

• Alternatively, examine the impact of  local 

conditions on young adults, presuming that youth 

locations are determined by parent decisions.

• Not particularly convincing strategies if  parent-

generation unobservables correlate with both 

location characteristics of  interest and outcomes.



Borjas (1995)

• Blend of  a traditional ethnic capital model and a 
neighborhood effects model.

• Is “ethnic capital” really just standing in for a measure 
of  neighborhood-level inputs?

• Does ethnicity play a stronger role for individuals 
residing in an enclave?

• Two datasets: 1970 Census microdata 
(neighborhood=census tract where you live) and 
NLSY (neighborhood=ZIP code when you were 14-
22).











Cutler, Glaeser and Vigdor 

(2005)

• Alternative statement of  Borjas hypothesis: the effects of  

seregation depend on the characteristics of  the segregated 

group.

• Use earlier data: how does group/city level segregation in 

1910 affect adult outcomes for 2nd generation in 1940?

• Allow effect of  segregation to vary by parent-generation 

skills, measured using occupation data.

• Answer: segregation appears beneficial for high-skill 

groups, but not for low-skill groups.



Cutler, Glaeser, and Vigdor 

(2009)

• Similar exercise to (2005), with some modifications:

• Examine outcomes of  young adults in 1990 Census 

data, which includes information on tract of  residence.  

Not a public use dataset.

• Test for effects of  group share in tract as well as 

segregation level.

• Instrumental variables to address endogenous selection.



CGV (2009)

• Instrument for group share in tract:

• Treat number of  non-group members in tract, number of  group 
members in city, group’s national occupation distribution, and 
distribution of  occupations across tracts within the city as given.

Predicted group size = pijRiOj

pij is scalar, group i population in city j

Ri is t by k matrix, describes distribution of  occupations across 
tracts

Oj is k by 1 vector of  group’s distribution across occupations.



CGV (2009)

• The use of  segregation – a city-level measure – as a 

substitute for tract group share is itself  a reduced-

form strategy to address selection (cf. Evans, Oates 

and Schwab 1992).

• Instrument for segregation with a measure of  

group’s average years since immigration.  Control 

directly for individual’s own years since 

immigration.











Edin, Fredriksson and Åslund 

(2003)

• Sweden: refugee assignment policy leads to random-

conditional-on-observables variation in group share 

at the municipality level, 1985-1991.

• Test for heterogeneous effects based on enclave 

“quality,” as measured by pre-assignment policy 

labor market income and self-employment rates.













Damm (2009)

• Raises concern with Edin et al.: use of  “stock” 

enclave measure when only the “flow” is exogenous.

• Using Danish data from the refugee-dispersal-policy 

era, instruments for size of  stock with magnitude of  

flow.











Summary

• For first generation:

• Negative selection into enclaves.

• Reasonable efforts to address selection reveal a positive 
mean impact, with stronger positive effects associated 
with higher “quality” enclaves.

• For second generation:

• The experimental papers have yet to be written!

• “mean” effects somewhat uncertain, but continued 
evidence that growing up in a higher “quality” enclave 
is better.


